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Nanowires play a crucial role in the development of new generation optoelectronic devices ranging from
photovoltaics to photodetectors, as these designs capitalize on the low material usage, utilize leaky-mode
optical resonances and possess high conversion efficiencies associated with nanowire geometry. However,
their current schemes lack sufficient absorption capacity demanded for their practical applicability, and
more efficient materials cannot find widespread usage in these designs due to their rarity and cost. Here we
suggest a novel and versatile nanoconcentrator scheme utilizing unique optical features of non-resonant
Mie (NRM) scattering regime associated with low-index structures. The scattering regime is highly
compatible with resonant Mie absorption effect taking place in nanowire absorbers. This technique in its
optimized forms can provide up to 1500% total absorption enhancement, 400-fold material save and is
suitable for large-area applications with significant area preservation compared to thin-film of same
materials. Proposed superenhancer concept with its exceptional features such as broadband absorption
enhancement, polarization immunity and material-independent manner paves the way for development of
efficient nanowire photosensors or solar thermophotovoltaic devices and presents novel design
opportunities for self-powered nanosystems.

N
anotechnology has the potential to fulfill requirements associated with construction of efficient optoe-
lectronic devices through novel material features (i.e. optical and electronic) appearing at the nanoscale.
Especially motivation of light-matter interactions in nanowire geometry that can yield absorption

comparable with conventional semiconductor films of much greater volume facilitates their in-depth investiga-
tion. Particularly, nanowire photovoltaics1–6 has been demonstrated to have unique and advantageous features in
comparison to its planar counterpart7,8 (e.g. using less material, taking benefit of optical resonances and better
charge collections). However, single nanowire photovoltaics systems, which have been shown to be useful to
supply power for proof-of-concept nanodevices9,10, are incapable to serve as high-power source for more
advanced nanosystems. This also limits potential utilization of many nanowire-based photodevices11–16, espe-
cially those which operate in less dominant (i.e. suffer from low intensity level) radiation zone of solar spectrum
(i.e. UV and IR). On the other hand, materials that exhibit better electronic and optical performance than
abundant silicon material cannot effectively take place in these nanowire-based designs due to their rarity and
cost. Therefore, emerging functionalities and broad application areas (e.g. energy, safety, health) of these photo-
sensors compel creation of these designs with their optimal performances (i.e. regarding to their efficiency, power
level, and cost). Especially in nanowire photovoltaics, one of the current focuses is tailoring the light absorption
within the nanowire geometry by harnessing distinct engineering strategies. There are significant efforts with
satisfied growth towards the maximization of resonant Mie absorption effect by taking the nanowire size and the
morphology into account17–20. It is also possible to design efficient nanowire solar cells using properly patterned
multi-material absorbers21–23. Above all, a more prominent way to enhance light absorption within the nanowire
scheme relies on utilization of core-shell geometry where both absorber core and transparent shell region induces
enhancements via their unique antireflection features24–26. Alternatively, plasmonics nanostructures are also
tested in the design of efficient nanowire absorbers using their unique light accumulating performance27.
However, utilization of these engineering techniques still could not provide sufficiently high absorption, power
efficiency and large-area applicability that are demanded to be parallel with practicality and cost of nanowire solar
cells, hence require further exploration and radical strategies for the handling of these challenging issues.

In this study, we propose a highly-effective and straightforward nanoconcentrator scheme that provide useful
solutions regarding the aforementioned issues, such that, in optimized forms of developed technique, it is possible
to observe 1500% overall absorption enhancement, 400-fold material conservation and over 1.5-fold area saving
in comparison to thin films. Present method utilize the recently described non-resonant Mie (NRM) scattering
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effect28 or in its other name anomalous diffraction zone29, which was
found to exhibit superior features that are required by ideal light
trapping apparatus (i.e. broadband and polarization independent
enhancement, unique field localization and coupling characteristics)
and is highly compatible with resonant Mie absorption effect that
take place in nanowire absorbers. We call this method as superen-
hancers regarding these exclusive features and demonstrate its ver-
satile applicability and potential for different design circumstances.

Emerging light trapping scheme: ‘‘Superenhancers’’. Optical pro-
perties (i.e. scattering and absorption) observed as a result of light-
matter interactions at nanoscale can be largely explained by the Mie
theory30,31. In nanowire solar cells, resonant Mie absorption effect is
responsible for enhanced absorption and can be engineered for
maximizing it taking advantage of leaky mode optical resonances.
These resonant points are determined by size of absorber material
and strictly depend on incident polarization especially at smaller sizes
(Figure S1). Absorption efficiency (Qabs) of infinitely long cylinder31 can
be derived analytically for TE, TM polarizations and unpolarized light
(their average) using Mie theory which give solutions as following;
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Here, Jm represents the mth-order Bessel function of the first kind, Hm

shows the mth-order Hankel function of the first kind and the prime

indicates differentiation with respect to related functions. These
solutions can facilitate understanding of absorption processes with-
in the nanowire geometry19 and precisely match with results obtained
via finite difference time domain (FDTD) method (Figure S1). On the
other hand, scattering of light is useful when it is controlled at a smaller
size scale (comparable with incident light wavelength) and can provide a
distinct set of useful properties32. Scattering efficiency (Qsca) of cylinder
geometry also can be obtained by the same Mie formalism. Results for
TE, TM and unpolarized light cases can be expressed as following;
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These two distinct phenomena can be complementary at the sizes where
Mie effects are still dominated, such that scattering charac-
teristics can provide desirable light trapping features for the purpose
of enhancing resonant absorption capacity of single nanowire33.

Intuitively, this scattering regime should be associated with non-
absorptive and low-refractive index nanoparticles. Recently, we
investigated scattering properties of low-index nanostructures (i.e.
polymer nanowires) in the context of NRM scattering and suggested
that this scattering regime has a high potential for various nanopho-
tonics applications. In this interaction domain, light scatters strictly
on forward direction and can exhibit focusing feature with r?w,
where r is radius of enhancer and w corresponds to width of scattered
light. When these characteristic features (i.e. focusing, unique coup-
ling behaviour and etc.) tailored for optimal resonant Mie absorption
conditions (i.e. size parameters, morphology and etc.) a novel light
trapping scheme the ‘‘superenhancer’’ effect emerges. During optim-
ization calculations we take absorption enhancement (AE) as a figure
of merit and maximize it throughout these processes. AE can be
defined as;

AE~

ðl2
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where A(l) is absorption spectrum, l1 5 240 nm and l2 5 840 nm.
Particularly in Figure 1b we take solar radiation spectrum, S(l) into
account and define optical generation rate enhancement as;

Figure 1 | Superenhancer scheme. (a) Proof-of-concept device consist of a-Si absorber nanowire with gold metal contacts on two edges and low-index

enhancer wire on it. Inset shows scattered field profile from enhancer that accumulates light inside of resonant absorber nanowire. (b) Absorption

capacity of single nanowire is extremely boosted via utilization of our superenhancer wire (r51200 nm). Enhancement is effective along longitudinal

nanowire axis and at each spectral point of absorption spectrum with comparable enhancement rates. Two broad absorption peaks are induced by

resonant Mie absorption taking place in underlying nanowire (r5100 nm). NRM scattering-based trapping results with conformal, broad and enormous

enhancement over bare nanowire absorption profile.
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Both absorption efficiency (Qabs) and absorption (A) parameters
which are correlated with each other, are used throughout the invest-
igation. Especially, former is useful for demonstration of effective-
ness of absorption in given dimensions. During simulations (if not
specified apparently) absorber nanowire is selected as amorphous
silicon (a-Si) material with r5100 nm and enhancer component is
defined as transparent material with constant refractive index of
n51.5 and size of r5300 nm. These parameters are chosen for
proof-of-concept demonstration which can also be applied to any
other cases as long as they remain in size limit and material context of
related Mie scattering and absorption phenomena.

Figure 1a represents outline of proposed light trapping scheme. It
simply utilizes semiconductor nanowire absorber and low-index
nanowire enhancer on it. In resonant effects (such as plasmonics
or metallic nanoantenna based trapping techniques) amplified fields
are mainly concentrated on edge of metallic structures34, therefore
resulting enhancement is observed to be highly localized, strictly
dependent on type of incident polarization and more importantly
resonantly enhance light absorption in specific and narrow wave-
length points which have limited overall contribution. However, in
NRM scattering-based approach, enhancement conformably add on
bare absorption capacity of single nanowire as a result of field focus-
ing feature of scattering regime effective along longitudinal nanowire
axis. The broadband enhancement profile observed in Figure 1b is
associated with utilized scattering regime which is effective within
the significant part of solar radiation spectrum. It is worthy to note
that, NRM scattering regime is in full accordance with resonant Mie
absorption effect, such that coupling of light from enhancer nano-
wire to absorber does not distort resonant absorption characteristics
of bare nanowire therefore it can be easily controlled. During deriv-
ing results given in Figure 1b, we select one of the optimal values
of enhancer (r51200 nm) for the comparison with absorption spec-

trum of bare nanowire that is obtained by considering aforemen-
tioned size and material parameters of absorber.

Mie resonances appearing on high-index nanowires can be con-
sidered as highly miniaturized analogues of microresonators that is
able to trap light resonantly by multiple total internal reflections
from the periphery. However due to their small dimensions, nanos-
cale counterparts are gaining novel functionalities and features (e.g.
leaky-mode behaviour, antenna function and etc.). In similar beha-
viour, our enhancer nanowires can also be viewed as ultimately
scaled-down versions of microball35 lenses (more precisely cylinder)
which is frequently used for the purpose of efficient light coupling in
fiber applications. Owing to their small sizes, interaction of the light
with our nanowires falls within the domain of wave optics that can be
explained utilizing Lorentz-Mie theory, and it gains novel features
such as efficient light scattering, focusing of light on contiguous
points in contrary to their sub-millimeter scale analogues which
dictates focal point arrangements and etc.

In order to gain further insight into effectiveness of proposed
technique, we compare both 1D absorber and enhancer with their
planar counterparts (i.e. thin film effects) (Figure 2). Light absorp-
tion within the conventional thin film solar cell is compared with
nanowire geometry of same material (a-Si) and corresponding radius
(r5100 nm). Absorption efficiencies are found to be superior to their
thin film counterparts both for TE and TM polarizations (Figure 2a,
Figure S3a). Namely, even though in TE polarization (QTE51.5)
nanowire displays lower absorption efficiency in compare to TM
(QTM53.5), in both polarization cases nanowire geometry still can
provide higher absorption amount (AE.2) than same material and
volume of thin film. Therefore, utilizing bare nanowire solar cells
together with present technique can result with total AE as high as
16-fold (i.e. proposed technique supplies AE of 8-fold in comparison
to bare nanowire absorber where nanowire alone has .2.1-fold bet-
ter absorption performance than thin film). This corresponds to
more than one order of magnitude increment in resulting power
for same amount of utilized absorber material. It should be noted
that, using antireflection coating in thin-film case can boost light

Figure 2 | Comparison with thin film effects. (a) New generation solar cells rely on thin film absorber designs. Theoretical calculations are performed to

investigate volumetric absorption performance of thin film and nanowire geometry where the latter is observed to exhibit over 2.1-fold better absorption

performance. By adding one of the optimum enhancer size (r51200 nm) on it we can get up to 16-fold enhancement in resulting volumetric absorption.

This supplies enormous power amplification for same amount of absorber material. For comparison of 1D nanowire with thin-film scheme, square

nanowire is utilized. (b) When thin film effects take place in enhancer region, it is found that enhancement profile will consist of well-known multi-

interference peaks on bare absorption profile. We note that similar interference peaks but shifted in their peak positions (due to cylindrical geometry of

enhancer) also appear in enhanced absorption spectrum for the presence case of our superenhancer which provide lateral enhancement contribution.

This shows that NRM scattering-based effect (AE%5700%) relies on different fundamentals in comparison to well-known interference effect

(AE%54%). During these calculations, materials of nanowire and thin film are selected identically and thicknesses of thin film are defined as magnitude

of diameter in nanowire case.
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absorption further but this additional increment is still considerably
lower than our superenhancement (i.e. at least one order of mag-
nitude). We utilize superenhancer nanowire with radius of 1200 nm
in these calculations.

On the enhancer side, if we used same thickness and material of
thin film instead of superenhancer wire, we would observe typical
thin film interference based enhancement (i.e. multiple interference
peaks appears on bare absorption profile) which totally contributes
only 4% in comparison to 700% of our technique (Figure 2b, Figure
S3b). Sharp modulation peaks observed in the presence case of
enhancer wire (r51200 nm) are associated with unique interference
behaviour of cylindrical geometry which involves multiple reflec-
tions of light from absorber/enhancer and enhancer/air surfaces
interacting with each other to create a distinct pattern of enhanced
and diminished intensity bands. Even though contribution of inter-
ference-induced absorption enhancement observed in our case is
higher than their planar counterparts, still it can also be considered
as collateral. Present superenhancer technique supplies versatile con-
veniences and opportunities to nanowire-based photosensor designs.

Fundamental facilities and practical advantages. Non-resonant
scattering of light from low-index structures is highly compatible
with resonantly absorbing behaviour of underlying nanowire and

the amount of absorption enhancement provided by these enhan-
cer structures can be controlled by size-dependent manner (Figure 3a,b).
Increasing the enhancer size yield similar enhancement rates both
for TE and TM polarizations. Optimal enhancer size calculated to be
around 1500 nm in its radius which bears AE capacity as high as ,8-
fold (Figure 3c). After this point, total enhancement performance of
enhancer wire decreases and at very higher sizes (not shown in the
plot), transparent microwire could not function as effective enhancer
as in the case of smaller sizes, hence amount of absorption become
comparable with provided by bare nanowire itself. Absorption
enhancement rates change depending on utilized enhancer size but
retains a similar wavelength dependence. Therefore different enhan-
cer size may provide various design opportunities. For instance,
smaller sizes are useful when large-area nanowire photovoltaics
with area saving is aimed to be achieved. Intermediate nanowire
sizes can be used for high-power single nanowire-based compact
nanoelectronical systems and very higher sizes can be utilized for
construction of novel fiber solar cell schemes.

In contrast to resonant enhancement nature which may induce
increments as a local and narrow peaks on absorption spectra, non-
resonant characteristics observed in our enhancer structures ensures
ultra-broadband enhancement facility and can be applicable both for
on-resonance and off-resonance points of Mie absorption phenom-

Figure 3 | Coupling of NRM scattering to resonant Mie absorption. (a,b) Light scattering from low-index enhancer boosts light absorption with size-

dependent manner. NRM scattering spectrum encompasses a broad wavelength range matching with absorption spectrum of nanowire absorber. As a

unique feature of NRM scattering, absorption enhancement is polarization independent; therefore, it significantly contributes especially to low

absorption efficiency of the nanowire in TE polarization case. (c) Optimum radial size for maximum AE is found to be around 1500 nm. However

different size regimes can be applied for variety of design purposes. (d) Characteristic focusing feature of utilized scattering regime is not affected by

resonant absorption process, providing a high compatibility and integrated trapping mechanism.
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enon. However, in order to maximize overall absorption capacity of
single nanowire it will be effective to choose nanowire sizes that
support efficient leaky-mode resonances simultaneously both for
TE and TM polarizations. Interaction of light with these enhancers
can induce spectrally broad (especially for the first scattering order)
scattering peaks. This corresponds to very low quality factors (Q,1)
which indicates presence of significantly weak resonant behaviour
(Figure S2). Although scattering process is more efficient at the spec-
tral ranges encompassing these broad peaks, the contrast is weak and
the overall scattering efficiency is low in comparison to the resonant
Mie scattering regime. However, since scattering peak(s) is (are) able
to cover visible spectrum as well as edge wavelengths of NIR and UV
(even for smaller sizes), then enhancement process can also be effec-
tive through major portion of the solar radiation spectra provided
that the material attenuation coefficient (k) is also non-zero.

Scattering regimes (e.g. resonant Mie scattering) that suffer from
coupling issues alter absorption profile. We observe that even though
overall absorption profile remain unaltered during coupling process,
field profile of these resonant absorption peaks exhibit an unusual
behaviour. For instance, TM polarization modes (TM21 and TM22)
given in the absorption map possess dissimilar intensity profile than
bare nanowire resonances of same size (same holds for TE polariza-
tion), which can also be observed from their corresponding field
profiles, taking place in 550 nm and 750 nm wavelength points
respectively (Figure 3d). This may be attributed to incident light
profile that is distinct from plane waves utilized in bare nanowire
case.

Next critical point is related to polarization-independent manner
observed in absorption enhancement. Even though bare nanowires,
especially at smaller sizes, cannot efficiently absorb light in TE polar-
ization case, our technique provide a polarization-independent
enhancement process, thanks to characteristic feature of described
scattering regime. It is worthy to note that, here polarization-inde-
pendency corresponds to behaviour (i.e. unaltered absorption profile
and similar amount of enhancement) that our wire enhance absorp-
tion but not makes wire to absorb light in similar spectral profile (as
absorber nanowire itself exhibits polarization dependency). There-
fore using polarization-independent enhancement instead of polar-
ization-independent absorption is required for avoiding possible
confusion. Furthermore, strictly forward scattering and focusing fea-
tures observed in present technique is also unique to utilized scatter-
ing domain and could not be provided by the rest of scattering effects.
This induces accumulation of light into very small spot sizes in

comparison with the diameter of enhancer and is responsible for
enormous absorption enhancement process.

Proposed superenhancer effect also provides unmatched conve-
niences in terms of material choice. Even though utilized scattering
regime is associated with low-refractive index and transparent nano-
structures by performing set of FDTD simulations and taking a-Si
with r5100 nm as a reference absorber nanowire, we find that super-
enhancers become even more effective when their refractive indices
fall within the range of 1.40–1.80. This range encompasses a broad
diversity of polymer materials (e.g. PC, PES, PSU, PS and etc.) as well
as many low-index glasses or oxide materials (e.g. SiO2), which can be
significantly cheap and abundant compared to solar cell materials.
For smaller n values (out of specified range) interaction still exhibit
features of present scattering regime though it could not provide as
efficient enhancement as the determined range. Above n52.00,
optical resonances start to appear in the core region which is reflected
as a significant enhancement drop in resulting absorption spectrum
(Figure 4a). Such higher refractive indices make nanowire to act as
light trapping cavity which become more supportive medium of
light, therefore replace forwardly focusing feature of scattered light
with multi-directional scattering behaviour (where multi-lobe near-
field profiles of supported resonances determine far-field scattering
projections). For better demonstration of Figure 4a (leftmost plot),
the abscissa is normalized to the case n51.0 (without enhancer) and
in order to obtain average absorption, absorption spectrum is inte-
grated over given spectral range (240–840 nm). Present technique is
also highly desirable in terms of applicability to any type of absorber
material (Figure 4b). Since working principle of light trapping tech-
nique simply relies on characteristic focusing of light into touching
underlie nanowire solar cell, then enhancement is expected to occur
in entire spectral region where extinction (i.e. absorption coefficient,
k) of absorber material is also non-zero. We test our technique for
different solar cell materials including c-Si, InP, GaAs and observed
that superenhancers provide material-free enhancement rates, such
that overall absorption enhancements are found to be around 3-fold,
independent from absorber material. This provides novel opportun-
ities especially for nanowire solar cells rely on optically and electron-
ically more efficient but less abundant or expensive solar cell
materials. Here enhancer and absorber radii are fixed to 100 nm
and 300 nm respectively.

Additionally, superenhancer concept is effective for different sizes
of absorber nanowire. Resonant Mie absorption effect takes place in
broad size range of nanowire solar cell which utilize low order(s) of

Figure 4 | Effect of enhancer and absorber material. (a) According to NRM scattering effect, enhancers are required to consist of low refractive index

materials. We optimize optical properties of enhancer materials that give maximal absorption efficiency and found that materials with refractive index

range of 1.40-1.80 can satisfy this condition. There are broad material options falling within this category including silica glass and polymer materials.

(b) As a unique feature of superenhancer concept, it can be applied to any type of absorber material where some of them are expensive as in raw or

processed material form but at the same time exhibit more efficient photovoltaics characteristics. Overall AE amount and point-by-point enhancement

rates are almost similar for any type of absorber material of fixed size.
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leaky modes resonances appearing in smaller sizes where for larger
nanowire dimensions number of these supported modes increase.
Calculated absorption maps for TE and TM polarizations within
240–840 nm wavelength and 0–150 nm absorber radii range show
contribution of enhancer effect and facilitates comparison between
presence (Figure 5a,b) and absence (see Figure S1) cases of enhancer.
Enhancers accumulate light into small line spots along longitudinal
nanowire axis where absorber is located, and width of this focus is
correlated with enhancer size and order of scattering. Therefore in
order to obtain maximum performance, absorber size and para-
meters that affect beam width (e.g. enhancer size) should be selected
properly. For fixed enhancer radius of 300 nm, optimum absorber
size that is found to give maximum AE is around r520 nm for both
type of the polarizations (Figure 5c). Especially in very small sizes of
nanowires (i.e. radius of 15–20 nm) it is possible to observe very high
absorption efficiency for TM polarization, particularly for TM01

mode which utilizes core-concentrated resonant field feature.
Together with superenhancer access it is possible to observe AE of
7-fold and we found that this amount corresponds to absorption of
bare nanowire with radius over 200 nm, which means 400-fold
material conservation in compare to thin film solar cell (if we con-
sider additional 2-fold enhancement factor of 400 nm nanowire itself

relative to thin film case) (Figure 5d). Since solar radiation is unpo-
larized (i.e. includes both TE and TM polarization), it is also required
to design nanowire absorber for its best absorption performance
particularly for photovoltaics applications by choosing proper inter-
play between size and polarization contributions. For example, we
found that it is still possible to save 150-fold material for unpolarized
light case in r540 nm and enhancer size of r5600 nm, which is open
for further optimization. During these calculations we observe that
maximal absorption occurs when the absorber to enhancer size ratio
is around 1/15.

Proposed superenhancer effect has many practical advantages. For
instance, our technique is applicable to any shape of nanowire solar
cell and can utilize enhancer with diverse geometries; hence overall it
is largely morphology-independent (Figure 6a). Present nanofabri-
cation and nanocharacterization techniques enable the fabrication of
a tremendous set of nanowire architectures, which in its low-index or
absorbing cases can be used respectively as an enhancer or absorber
component of nanowire-based photovoltaics. There are a number of
studies that take the structure effects into consideration and invest-
igate their electronic and optical performances for efficient photo-
sensor designs. We take several representative solar cell geometries
including cylindrical (characterized so far), hexagonal and square

Figure 5 | Effect of absorber size. Superenhancer technique can be easily implemented to any absorber size as resonant Mie absorption phenomenon is

effective in broad nanosize region. (a,b) Map of absorption for TE and TM polarizations facilitates comparison between with and without

enhancer cases (see Figure S1). For fixed enhancer size optimal absorber radius is found to be around 20 nm which gives absorption enhancement

capacity as high as 7-fold. In all these calculations size of enhancer wire fixed to r5300 nm.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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nanowires for observing their absorption performance. In each case,
1D solar cell geometry exhibits unique resonance behavior within the
nanowire absorber where broad resonant absorption peaks shift
depending on these morphologies. Placing enhancer wire of similar
(i.e. square and hexagonal) or cylindrical shapes on top of these
designs yield similar enhancement capacity with all-cylindrical
absorber-enhancer case. This feature provide us simplicity during
choice of architectural designs for daily life applications. During
calculations of absorption efficiency for different geometries, we take
radial sizes fix as a 200 nm (diameter in wire case and side values in
hexagonal and square cases). In order to obtain absorption efficiency
for non-circular wires, we divide absorption cross-section directly
with these side values. Therefore obtained efficiency values for these
non-circular cases are arbitrary (but very close to their real efficiency

values) and mainly emphasize relative absorption capacity for the
presence and absence cases of our enhancer apparatus.

Regarding to applicability of superenhancer concept, there are
many proper fabrication options with their distinct set of useful
features. One potential way to this end is utilizing lithographic tools.
It is possible to define proper material pattern on substrate (enhancer
on absorber). Since any of the 1D shape is applicable as an absorber
or enhancer, then we can define rectangular 1D array with rectangu-
lar enhancer wire on it. We found that embedding of absorber in
low-index medium (n51.5) and air (Figure 6b) yield similar
enhancement results, hence any of these schemes can be used for
the observation of the described effect (i.e. respectively AE5 2.74 and
AE52.65 are observed for enhancer square with side size of 600 nm
and absorber square with side size of 200 nm). This fabrication

Figure 6 | Effect of morphology and fabrication issues. Present fabrication techniques are able to produce a set of distinct regular morphologies some of

which are already utilized in the design of nanowire solar cells with their unique absorption performance. Besides cylindrical wire, many further

architectures including rectangular and hexagonal absorber and enhancer geometries are also suitable options in 1D nanodevice design and can exhibit

resonant Mie absorption and NRM scattering effects as well. Therefore, distinct type of enhancer shapes can be utilized together with various absorber

geometries for light trapping purpose which observed to result with similar absorption enhancement amount (AEwire_on_sq52.60, AEsq_on_sq52.80,

AEwire_on_hex52.80, AEhex_on_hex52.90). Calculations are performed for TE polarization, but very similar results can be obtained in TM polarization case.

(b) Embedding absorber nanowire into low-index medium effectuates similar trapping efficiency as if it would be in air. This facilitates development of

superenhancer effect by using lithographic tools. Observed result are same for both cases (i.e. embedded absorber and absorber with air spacing) with

values of AE52.74 and AE52.65 respectively. (c) Coating nanowire absorber with conformably manner also yield comparable enhancements results of

AE54.85 and AE55.15 for absorber inside and outside cases respectively. On the other hand, well-known core-shell scheme induces only AE51.80. (d) In

order to demonstrate practical applicability of our technique, misalignment cases between absorber and enhancer materials are also investigated. Schemes

described in the plot (inset) represent these type of (possible) experimental errors where light is incident normally from top. Given values correspond to

shifted distance between centers of absorber and enhancer material. Even though AE values reduce when mismatching increases, in general our

superenhancer concept is sufficiently tolerable to such experimental errors.
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method can be further optimized to be more efficient and simple in
its design (such as utilizing soft molds for transferring absorber on
enhancer scheme to its inverse required form).

The second useful method is associated with the implementation
of deposition techniques (e.g. CVD). We observe that, after obtaining
absorber nanowires by using any of bottom-up or top-down fabrica-
tion approaches, it is possible to coat absorber nanowire surface
conformably with any low-index enhancer up to nonconcentric con-
figuration (absorber-embedded enhancer) similar as in Figure 6c
(inset) is obtained. Such off-centered coating observed to yield even
better AE result (i.e. AEout54.85 , AEin55.15) than the absorber in
the outer edge case (for both cases size of enhancer nanowire taken as
r5600 nm and absorber nanowire as r5100 nm) are utilized.
Especially utilizing suspended nanowire scheme for coating process
will definitely facilitate observation of the described effect36,37. Here,
it is also useful to compare absorption enhancement performance of
our design with frequently utilized core-shell scheme. Our case can
be considered as core-shifted version of core-shell scheme where
either ‘‘core in the outer edge’’ or ‘‘core at the inner edge’’ schemes
supply at the very least 5-fold more effective AE than ‘‘core in the
center’’ (core-shell) scheme (Figure 6c).

Regarding to large-area facility (as well as many other unique
features) it will be effective to utilize new member of top-down
approach, called iterative size reduction technique (ISR)38. This
method provides macroscale control where final nanostructure con-
figuration can be determined at larger sizes. Silica/polymer on absor-
ber scheme can be designed starting from cm-scale sizes and as a

result of two step fabrication process nanoscale counterpart of
described scheme can be achieved. This method is also convenient
for separate fabrication of large-area monolayer nanowire absorbers
and enhancers which later can be matched for its maximal perform-
ance provided by easy-handling feature of the method. Especially in
latter case, we calculated that the present trapping design is also
tolerable to absorber to enhancer mismatching in a reasonable
extent. We perform mismatching simulations for cylindrical cases;
however, results are clearly applicable to any of the present 1D shape.
In small shift cases absorption enhancement observed to remain
significantly unaltered and even in larger dislocations we can get
significant absorption enhancement (Figure 6d). Hereby, many pre-
sent nanofabrication methods with their suitable features will facil-
itate the widespread implementation of our proposed technique.

So far by taking advantages of our approach we concentrate on the
design of efficient single nanowire solar cells for the operation of
nanoelectronics or self-powered nanosystems. Next important char-
acteristic of the described technique is its applicability to large areas
(Figure 7). Here we found that, it is possible to obtain highly efficient
large-area photovoltaics systems by using properly engineered
enhancer sizes. For instance, at the expense of larger installation area,
but few order of less material amount, it is possible to construct high-
power photovoltaics systems. However when area preservation is the
main concern, design parameters (e.g. enhancer diameter, pitch size)
required to be changed. According to theoretical calculations, nano-
wire array exhibit its best absorption performance when it has pitch
sizes of 600–700 nm (Figure S4). This is due to overlapping of these

Figure 7 | Large-area scaling. For large-area applications nanowire solar cells are required to be designed as efficient arrays. Bare nanowire arrays

display maximum absorption performance for pitch sizes of 600 nm–700 nm (Figure S4). Adding enhancer layer on this array result with similar

absorption enhancement features as it would be a single enhancer-absorber dual. By using optimal design parameters, it is possible to decrease required

installation area .1.5-fold. Calculated AM1.5 integrated optical generation rates are 2.33 for L5700, 2.61 for L5800, and 2.87 for L51000 nm. TE

polarization is used for demonstration. Similar results can be observed for TM polarization case.
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spacing values with one or more of Mie resonances present within the
absorber nanowire. By adding proper size (r5300 nm) of superen-
hancers on absorber nanowire array and utilizing optimal pitch sizes,
we observe 2.33-fold increment in absorption amount. By taking
advantage of proper arraying that yields higher absorption in com-
parison to nanowire alone (.1.1 fold) and further .2.1-fold
enhancement of nanowire itself to thin-film scheme and dividing
these products by 3.5 (thickness of thin film 700 nm (pitch size) is
divided by nanowire width 200 nm within the same pitch), we can
obtain .1.5 fold area preservation compared to thin film solar cells.
Taking the different effects into account and further optimizations
will definitely promote these findings even up to higher values.

Discussion: Versatile opportunities
We provide unique light accumulation nanotool, called ‘‘superen-
hancers’’, for designing efficient nanowire-based photosensor
devices. This technique utilizes exclusive features of NRM scattering
effect including broadband enhancement, large-area accumulation
of light along nanowires, unique field focusing, polarization inde-
pendency, forward scattering and distinctive coupling behaviour
which are recognized as ideal light trapping characteristics. We dem-
onstrate that our technique is able to provide crucial material con-
servation exceeding two orders of magnitude (.102), giant power
amplification (AE%51500%) and is useful for large-area applica-
tions with critical area saving. Unlike resonant trapping systems,
where enhancement may depend on intrinsic (material-dependent)
or extrinsic (size-dependent) features of nanowire, in this technique
NRM scattering provides an enhancement profile largely independ-
ent from the type of material and nanowire size. Furthermore, super-
enhancers that are optimally required to be low-refractive index
materials including many polymer materials and some well-known
glasses or oxides (e.g. silica) are cheap and abundant materials and
also reached maturity in their nanoscale production. Therefore, we
believe our superenhancer concept will present new opportunities
for nanowire-based photovoltaics designs especially which utilize
more efficient absorber materials but are less abundant or expensive.

Superenhancer effect can also take place in variety of device
designs and potential to provide versatile opportunities in different
circumstances. For instance, larger sizes of enhancer are exclusively
useful and promising for highly-efficient fiber solar cell design39.
Therefore, by utilizing absorber nanowire at the inner edge of enhan-
cer (see Figure 6c) with proper sizes it is possible to fabricate textile-
compatible high-power source for fabric-integrated photovoltaics.
Furthermore, it is open to question whether it is possible to choose
material to serve as both enhancer and fabric. Nanowire solar cells
are also expected to be an integral part of self-powered nanosys-
tems40,41 which are promising as nanosensors for monitoring health
or serving as versatile nanoprocessors. Correct interplay between
superenhancer size and its efficiency can also be utilized in the design
of highly compact power source that could be integrated with nanoe-
lectronics. Moreover, superenhancer concept is highly compatible
with flexible solar cells and applicable for on-chip solar cell designs
as well.

Superenhancer concept is not restricted to solar cell devices alone
but can be used in development of many optoelectronic devices
including phototransistors, photodetectors and etc. Especially har-
nessing our technique in IR region can provide powerful solutions
for low light intensity problem of IR photodetectors. We believe there
is a great deal of work on this area and even better absorber perform-
ance can be obtained using different designs, such as utilizing solar
superabsorbers42 together with our method potential to fully satisfy
nanowire solar cells in terms of absorption capacity.

Methods
FDTD Simulations. We utilize simulation tool of finite difference time domain
(FDTD) method (commercialized by Lumerical Solutions Inc.) which relies on
numerical solutions of differential Maxwell equations and take almost all realistic

possibilities into consideration without obligation of assumptions or approximations
(even though they are also possible), hence providing a very powerful and commonly
accepted technique for scientific purposes. We investigate absorption and scattering
characteristics of nanowire geometries in 2D simulation domains considering their
very high aspect ratios. Total field scattered field (TFSF) source is utilized for effective
absorption and scattering analysis by its characteristics feature of separating fields
into interacting and non-interacting field domains. Particularly in performing of
large-area simulations we utilize plane-wave source. In both type of source we set
incident source as broadband in the 240–840 nm wavelength range. In order to
collect scattering light or detect absorbed light within the absorber nanowire region
we utilize rectangular analysis loop consist of frequency-domain power monitors and
place them outside and inside region of TFSF source respectively. In order to obtain
mode profiles we utilize frequency-domain profile monitors. Boundary conditions
are set as symmetric and asymmetric in cylindrical symmetric cases, periodic
boundary conditions for large-area calculations and perfectly matched layer (PML)
boundary conditions in all remaining cases. Refractive indices of enhancer material
set to 1.50 as a reference in most of simulations (except Figure 4a). Absorber material
set as a-Si. According to these references absorption coefficient is non-zero up to
wavelength of 840 nm. During simulations of other absorber materials (Figure 4b),
we utilize material database provided by Lumerical software. In all simulations we
perform material fit appropriately and ignore underlying substrate which have
insignificant effect for presence and absence cases of our enhancer wire.
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Figure S1 | Resonant Mie absorption. (a,b) Nanowires exhibit resonant absorption behaviour when their size match 

with at the very least one of TE and TM polarization modes. In TE polarization, resonances appear on larger core sizes 

with lower absorption efficiencies compared to TM polarization.  
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Figure S2 | Non‐resonant Mie scattering.  (a,b) Light scattering  from  low‐index wavelength scalable nanowires  is 

recently  described  in  context  of  non‐resonant  form  of Mie  scattering where  optical  resonances  disappear  and 

scattering spectrum  is significantly broad and exhibits polarization  independency. (c,d) As a unique feature of this 

regime,  scattering  is  strictly  in  forward  direction  and  exhibit  focusing  beahviour.  All  these  features  are  highly 

desirable  in absorption enhancement applications yet they do not exist simultaneously  in other well‐known  light 

trapping techniques.      
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Figure S3 | Thin film effects. (a) Square nanowire exhibits more than 2‐fold better absorption performance than 

same volume of absorber thin‐film thanks to characteristic leaky‐mode resonances. (b) Higher orders of conventional 

thin‐film interference effect appear as a rapid oscillation peaks on absorption spectrum of nanowire.  
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Figure S4 | Effect of pitch size in absorption of bare nanowire arrays. (a) For large‐area applications nanowire array 

should be arranged with proper spacings for its maximal absorption performance.  (b) Optimal pitch sizes are found 

to be in 600‐700 nm range.  
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